distributions, where you need to look at an ensemble of measurements, and if you get a certain type of distribution that holds some very important information that you couldn't get through qualitative descriptions-you really have to quantify things to describe the behavior.
And the other very important thing to me is . the ability to explain a concept. Biology has been dominated by the quest for molecules-identifying genes, identifying the proteins. What quantitative biology is doing is very cool. It's explaining. Not maybe discovering particles, but explaining how they work together as a system and explaining it in simple terms that anybody can understand.
Olga Troyansakaya: To me, one really exciting thing coming from the other side of quantitative biology-what we often call the ''informatics side''-what's really critical is that we're getting closer and closer to looking at . lot of times, single-cell, dynamic-oriented quantitative biology, and getting this big picture of what is happening on the whole in the cells. We're actually starting to get together and closer to where we can start describing systems where we might not know all the parts. And sometimes we have to have problematic explanations, but where we do know the parts well, we can start understanding the dynamics.
The other thing that has been really exciting is that we are starting to get at the diversity of cell types and tissue types and assessing things that actually we often can't even probe experimentally. We're starting to understand how different cell types are in humans, for example, that we actually can't even isolate and study with high-throughput methods. We're able to start really asking these questions . to get this lens quantitatively onto pictures where fewer experimental approaches are actually possible.
KC: Do you have a sense or a framework of how you would define a cell type through a quantitative lens? When you do single-cell sequencing and see that there are different repertoires of RNAs in all of them, where might you draw the line of what it means to be one cell types versus another?
OT: That's a great question. I've actually been thinking about it.
GL: It's a very difficult one.
OT: It's a very difficult one. You might argue the one way you could actually define it is evolutionarily. This is something I've been talking to several colleagues about, and unfortunately we just don't have enough data to try to answer this question. Short of that, the way I usually think is without trying to put a label on it: thinking about, in the functional context of the study, what is the unit that is behaving in a functional way coherently with each other?
I think that, as we have more and more single-cell data, that's going to at least let us try to understand more about their origins and their function more specifically so that even outside of having truly deep evolutionary understanding-because that level of data across that evolutionary spectrum we're probably not going to get anytime too soon-we would be able to at least come up with functional definitions of cell types that are at a different level than we can without single-cell data.
GL: I think the challenge is also because even if you take cells that are completely identical, they're obviously the same cell type and they are genetically identical, as we all know they can sometimes respond differently. If you take a snapshot or even if you look at dynamical responses, they could seem as if they're different cells but for whatever reasons if it's the cell-cycle phase, something deterministic like that, or just past variation, they will give a different response. Does this make them different cells, different types? Identical? This can be very confusing in the definition.
GS: I think that's a very good point because one of the advantages of quantitative biology to me is that it's a bridge. It's a bridge to connect molecular biology to physics to engineering to these other disciplines that we need to have to really understand biology. We can't understand biology maybe just in the pure context of biology. Maybe we have to realize that biology is an extension of a physical system. There's chemistry. There are principles in engineering that may apply, and by it being quantitative and being able to describe things with mathematical equations, we're beginning to use a language that is no longer strange to physicists and engineers and that gives us a platform where we can now combine our knowledge ''Just putting a number on something doesn't make for better science.'' and bring in perspectives from different fields to attack important questions in biology such as what is a cell type.
GL: I think that's also exactly the beauty-that, while we start to do that, we can identify principles, general principles that go across pathways, across species like the oscillator or feedforward loops or fold-change responses. We start to define things with this very general principle exactly like what's governing physics and math.
GS: There are many examples like that, but it requires a shift in how we think about biology. It requires a shift going away from being obsessed with in vivo measurements or being obsessed with what the genes are, what the products are, what the substrates are. Even maybe not being obsessed with any one technique such as deep sequencing but really trying to see what are the concepts that we can understand. What is it that I can say to somebody in physics or engineering that would allow us to communicate in a way and be more productive as a collective scientific community? Rather than being isolationists and sticking to our little genes and proteins.
OT: I would say that, to me, it's a continuum. I really think that we do still need to know what the parts are, right?
GS: Of course. OT: Because this is where you start . well, I think you start from both ends, right? You try to get the principles and you try to get the parts and you get sort of in the middle and you get together like you know, you understand, ''Oh, I got something wrong. Now that I understand these parts differently, there's different cell types that we understand. Well, actually that makes me rethink my principle.'' Things shift. Biology really has-it's not just those silos by topic-I think we've also been in these silos by type of quantitation a little bit. I feel like it's really getting closer to when we just absolutely have to come together because otherwise we're just going to sit in our little shtetls and never really be able to actually get to the big principles that actually are relevant.
KC: In terms of extracting big principles in biology, is there something that we can't yet measure quantitatively that you really wish we could that could bring us to a new level of principle extraction or understanding?
GL: Yes, measuring all proteins or all mRNA in each individual cell over time.
OT: In vivo. GL: In vivo.
OT: Actually, I would love a fluorescent technique. I want something fluorescent so you can actually watch it being produced-so like ribosomal profiling, but with fluorescence, in vivo. At single-cell resolution.
GS: I agree, and I would also say that I think that one of the key things is that quantitative biology has always been pushed forward by techniques. Technology development is a critical part. Science leaps forward with technical innovations. I think it's very important to not forget that science and technology are bound together with a common mission. What is also very important is that we don't forget to ask the right questions. Rather than coming from the perspective of what is the greatest, latest new technology, and thinking that it by itself will reveal all the answers. There's some value to remembering the scientific method and thinking and trying to have a hypothesis that you're trying to test because there might actually be techniques out there that already work. We can already maybe answer things that we haven't thought about because we didn't ask the right question yet. 
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